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The design of a modular multi-physics high-order space-time finite-element framework
is presented together with its extension to allow monolithic coupling of different physics.
One of the main objectives of the framework is to perform efficient high-fidelity simulations
of capsule/parachute systems. This problem requires simulating multiple physics including,
but not limited to, the compressible Navier-Stokes equations, the dynamics of a moving
body with mesh deformations and adaptation, the linear shell equations, non-reflective
boundary conditions and wall modeling. The solver is based on high-order space-time fi-
nite element methods. Continuous, discontinuous and C1-discontinuous Galerkin methods
are implemented, allowing one to discretize various physical models. Tangent and adjoint
sensitivity analysis are also targeted in order to conduct gradient-based optimization, error
estimation, mesh adaptation, and flow control, adding another layer of complexity to the
framework. The decisions made to tackle these challenges are presented. The discussion
focuses first on the “single-physics” solver and later on its extension to the monolithic cou-
pling of different physics. The implementation of different physics modules, relevant to the
capsule/parachute system, are also presented. Finally, examples of coupled computations
are presented, paving the way to the simulation of the full capsule/parachute system.
I. Introduction
Many engineering systems are inherently multi-disciplinary. Accurate modeling of such systems re-
quires the coupling of multiple physical models, with potentially different levels of fidelity and different time
scales. Examples include fluid-structure interaction (FSI), aero-thermal heating/conjugate heat transfer,
chemically reacting flows, etc.1 In this work, the main target applications is the high-fidelity simulation
of capsule/parachute systems for atmospheric entry.2 As shown on Figure 1, this application presents a
significant modeling challenge due to the following features:
• high-Reynolds number flow about the capsule and the parachutes;
• high spatial and temporal resolution required for resolving both the parachute geometry and the
turbulent flow;
• the interaction of the turbulent wake from the capsule with the thin and light-weight parachute;
• complex dynamics of the parachute fabric, which could also include the effects of porosity;
• dynamic system of multiple moving bodies with collisions and topology changes.
Many different physical phenomena are involved in this system and the physical models for each of these
phenomena need to be tightly coupled in order to obtain a high-fidelity representation of the problem.
With increased complexity and fidelity of domain specific solvers, multi-physics simulation tools have
generally been built based on modular frameworks.1,3–11 Typically, numerical methods for such multi-physics
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Figure 1. Sketching of the capsule/parachute system and the associated physics.
tools are based on partitioned schemes; separate solvers are developed for each discipline, leveraging expertise
and existing software for each domain. Coupling of multiple disciplines is often performed as an after-thought,
with coupling schemes which may be non-conservative, inaccurate or numerically unstable.1 Nonetheless,
such coupling methods have been successfully applied to simulate multi-disciplinary phenomenon where the
coupling errors may be either insignificant due to the loosely coupled nature of the problem, or damped by
the low-order numerical methods of the domain-specific solvers.
Alternatively, monolithic approaches solve the complete system of equations corresponding to the coupled
multiphysics problem simulatenously.1,3 As such, monolithic approaches may be designed to be conservative,
higher-order and stable.3,12 Despite these clear advantages, monolithic approaches are less widely used be-
cause they are seen as more expensive, less modular and more complex.3 These concerns have predominantly
been raised with legacy codes, for which there is significant inertia based on years of domain specific devel-
opment.1 Recent multi-physics codes have shown the possibility of both improved accuracy and efficiency
while maintaining a modular framework,3,13 though the initial development cost may be significant.
In our recent work, we have been developing a high-order space-time discontinuous-Galerkin (DG) finite-
element method for high Reynolds number compressible turbulent flow simulations.14–20 We have begun
expanding the capability of our solver in order to perform scale-resolving simulations for a variety of problems
of interest to NASA. We have shown the advantages of using higher-order methods for compressible turbulent
flows14,15,17 and our desire is to take advantage of higher-order methods for the simulation of the multi-
physics problems. Furthermore, we wish to use tangent and adjoint sensitivity analysis to conduct gradient-
based optimization, error estimation, mesh adaptation, and flow control on multi-physics problems with our
solver.19,21
Higher-order methods can provide greater efficiency for simulations requiring high spatial and temporal
resolution, allowing for solutions with fewer degrees of freedom and lower computational cost than traditional
second-order computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods. However, the reduced numerical stabilization
present in higher-order schemes implies that special care needs to be taken in the development of numerical
methods to suppress nonlinear instabilities.17,22–26 Our numerical scheme for the fluid solver is based on a
nonlinearly-stable space-time discontinuous-Galerkin method which has been used to perform turbulent flow
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simulations up to 16th-order accuracy in space and time.17 A space-time finite-element formulation can be
naturally extended to moving-domain problems while guaranteeing satisfaction of the geometric conservation
law (provided sufficient integration is used).27 This has made the space-time DG formulation a natural
choice for moving-domain and FSI simulations.28–30 Due to the low numerical dissipation present in higher-
order schemes, inconsistent coupling of the fluid and structure modules can lead to numerical instabilities
and catastrophic failures of the simulation.12,28,31 For this reason, a monolithic fully coupled space-time
approach has been preferred to a partitioned method. This approach ensures discrete conservation, numerical
stability and high-order accuracy on the coupled multi-physics problem.12,28
In this work, we discuss the extension of our existing fluid solver to a modular monolithic higher-order
finite-element based multi-physics solver. We describe some of the challenges and strategies employed. In
Section II we describe our existing software framework designed to handle a single physical model. Examples
of some of the physical models and their discretizations are given in Section III. In Section IV we present
the chosen coupling strategy. Some preliminary numerical results are presented in Section V. Finally, we
discuss future perspectives in Section VI.
II. Single physics module
The existing higher-order space-time discontinuous-Galerkin compressible Navier-Stokes solver is the
starting point of this work.14,15,17 This solver is based on an efficient tensor-product finite-element for-
mulation, a Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov solver and tensor-product preconditioners.14,16 The solver has
been validated up to 16th-order accuracy on simple test problems15,17 and has been used for performing
scale-resolving simulations on a variety of separated flows.15,32
The framework has been extended to allow for several finite-element discretizations (continuous-Galerkin/
discontinuous-Galerkin/C1-discontinuous-Galerkin) to be used in combination with different sets of physics
modules (compressible Navier-Stokes, elasticity, advection-diffusion, etc.). Examples of several physics mod-
ules are described in more detail in Section III. An object-oriented methodology is used, whereby main
objects are responsible for
• defining the mesh and associated fields on the region;
• the finite-element discretization (CG/DG/C1-DG);
• the non-linear and linear solvers;
• handling the primal, tangent and adjoint systems;
• the definition of the physics modules.
In particular, the finite-element discretization of each physical model involves evaluating integrals over the
elements and faces of the mesh for computing residuals, linearized residuals, diagnostics etc. Each physics
module implements an Application Programming Interface (API) for evaluating the integrands (fluxes, forces,
outputs, etc.). The discretization modules implement the computation of the actual integrals by looping
over appropriate elements and faces in the mesh, calling the mesh API to extract data at quadrature points
and, in turn, calling the physics module APIs to evaluate the appropriate integrands. This modular and
object-oriented implementation allows use of the same objects in different contexts (different physics or
discretizations, primal or adjoint solve, etc.). The goal is that researchers can focus on their physics/model
implementation without having to understand the back-end of the solver.
The modular implementation is further complicated by the requirement to support the ability to solve
tangent and adjoint problems for sensitivity analysis.19,21 The tangent and adjoint problems are linear sys-
tems of equations corresponding to a linearized physical model and its discrete transpose. In this approach,
each physics module implements three versions of the integrands (fluxes, outputs functions, etc.) correspond-
ing to primal, tangent and adjoint formulations. A common solver is used to converge primal, adjoint and
tangent systems, with significant reuse of the discretization related modules. In particular, most operations
in the residual evaluation are symmetric (i.e. apply basis functions - compute integrand - apply transpose of
basis functions) such that the adjoint can be computed by simply transposing the primal integrand. Special
care must be taken for certain non-symmetric operations.
The desire to compute the tangent and adjoint for simulations requires significant reading and writing
of solution files to disk, as the primal solution for every time-slab must be saved in order to be able to
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Figure 2. Flow charts for the primal, tangent, and adjoint solver. The primal solves the governing equations Rn(Un) +
Gn(Un−1) = 0 for a primal solution Un, where Rn and Gn are the residual and temporal source operators, respectively.19
The primal diagnostics module computes an output quantity J |n and its temporal mean J . The tangent and adjoint
solvers compute the tangent and adjoint solutions V n and Ψn, respectively. The tangent and adjoint diagnostics modules
compute the sensitivity of the temporal mean J to some input parameter(s) s.
linearize about this solution for the tangent and adjoint solves. Reading and writing to disk can be a
significant bottleneck limiting the performance of the simulation tool. Additionally, parallel input/output
(I/O) is known to scale poorly with the number of processors so it can be problematic for massively parallel
simulations. In order to overcome these bottlenecks, asynchronous I/O is performed on a separate set
of dedicated cores. A similar approach is used for the computation of diagnostics (cut-planes, integrals,
averaging, etc.) which are also computed on a separate set of cores. Figure 2 depicts the process flow
between I/O, solver, and diagnostics cores for the primal, tangent and adjoint solver.
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Figure 3. Flow chart for the primal solver for the first three time steps of a run. The notation is the same as that used
in Figure 2.
There are two main advantages to using dedicated cores for I/O and diagnostics. Firstly, it provides the
flexibility to carry out time-consuming tasks like reading and writing a time-slab to disk while computing
the solution at the next time step. Figure 3 illustrates overlapping I/O, the solver and diagnostics for
the primal solver. A similar scheme is used for the tangent and adjoint solvers. By overlapping I/O and
computation, the tangent and adjoint solvers can compute a time-slab faster than the primal solver.33 The
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second advantage of using asynchronous I/O and diagnostics is that the number of cores set aside for I/O
can be made fairly small to avoid running into scaling issues with parallel I/O.
III. Example Physical Models
The modular framework considered in this study is designed to support a wide variety of physical models
and discretizations. As sketched in Figure 4, the physical models chosen to solve the particular fluid/structure
problem of the capsule and its parachutes are described here, together with the associated finite-element
methods.
Non-reflective	buffer	-	PML
Navier-Stokes
Elasticity
Shell
Wall	model
Figure 4. Sketching of the parachute/capsule system and the associated physical models.
The fluid/mesh/structural solvers may be viewed as three coupled physics models which must be solved
concurrently in order to perform the FSI simulation. Additional physical models have been developeds to
model boundary conditions such as the Perfectly Matched Layer method (PML)18 or wall models.20 Future
applications of interest may include multi-species reacting flows or surface ablation problems. Each of the
physical models may use a different finite-element discretization and take advantage of different solution
strategies. Due to the large number of physical models and discretizations which we wish to incorporate in
our simulations, we have begun developing a modular solution strategy and software framework allowing for
members of our group effectively leverage each of our domain expertise.
III.A. Fluid (Compressible Navier-Stokes Equations)
For the fluid domain we solve the compressible Navier-Stokes equations written in conservative form as
u,t +
(
F Inv − F V isc
)
,i
= 0, (1)
where u = [ρ, ρuj , ρE] is the conservative state vector, ρ is the density of the fluid, uj is the jth velocity
component and E is the total energy. The inviscid and viscous fluxes are given respectively by
F Inv =
 ρuiρujui + pδij
ρHui
 F V isc =
 0τij
τijuj + κTT,j
 (2)
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where p is the static pressure, δij is the Kronecker delta, H is the total enthalpy, τij is the viscous stress
tensor, T is the temperature and κT is the thermal conductivity. The system is closed using the following
relationships
T =
p
ρR
, p = (γ − 1)
(
ρE − 1
2
ρukuk
)
, τij = µ(ui,j + uj,i)− λuk,kδij , (3)
where R is the gas constant, γ is the specific heat ratio, µ is the dynamic viscosity and λ = 23µ is the bulk
viscosity.
We use a space-time discontinuous-Galerkin discretization of (1). We seek a solution u which satisfies
the weak form∑
κ
{∫
I
∫
κ
−
(
w,tu+w,i(f
I
i − fVi )
)
+
∫
I
∫
∂κ
w(f̂ Iini − f̂Vi ni) +
∫
κ
w(tn+1− )u(t
n+1
− )−w(tn+)u(tn−)
}
= 0 (4)
where the second and third integrals arise due to the spatial and temporal discontinuity, respectively, of the
basis functions. f̂ Iini and f̂
V
i ni denote single valued numerical flux functions approximating, respectively,
the inviscid and viscous fluxes at the spatial boundaries of the elements.
III.B. Elasticity
We solve the equations of linear elasticity to obtain the volume displacement of the fluid mesh given the
prescribed motion of the surface (or part of the surface) of the fluid mesh. The equations of linear elasticity
are
σij,j = 0 (5)
where σij is the Cauchy stress tensor given by
σij = 2µeij + λekk (6)
µe =
E
2(1+ν) and λe = µe
2ν
1−2ν are the Lame´ constants given as a function of the Young’s Modulus, E, and
Poisson ratio, ν. The strain tensor,  is given by
ij =
1
2 (ui,j + uj,i) (7)
where u is the displacement field. A compact representation of the stress tensor may be given by σij =
Cijklui,j , where C
ijkl is the stiffness tensor. We note that we could include an acceleration term in (5) and
solve the equations of linear elasticity as a structural model, though we have yet to apply it for this purpose.
When applying the linear elasticity model for mesh deformation, the parameters E and ν may be varied
spatially to improve mesh quality. A common choice, employed here, is to fix ν and vary E on each element
proportionally with the inverse of the Jacobian of mapping from reference to physical space.34
We apply a continuous finite-element discretization of (5) over the initial mesh of the fluid domain. Defin-
ing V = {w ∈ H1(Ω× I),w|κ ∈ [P(κ× I)]3}, the space-time finite-element space consists of C0 continuous
piece-wise polynomial functions on each element.
We seek solutions u ∈ VE satisfying∑
κ
{
−
∫
I
∫
κ0
wi,jC
ijkluk,l +
∫
I
∫
∂κ0∩∂Ω
̂wiCijkluk,lnj
}
= 0. (8)
We note that the integration is performed over the initial spatial mesh (i.e elements κ0) of the fluid domain
extruded in time, as opposed to the deformed mesh. An alternative approach is to integrate over the initial
spatial mesh for each time-slab, which may potentially allow for larger mesh deformations. However, this
later approach results in a scheme where the mesh deformation is a function of not only the given boundary
displacement but the entire displacement history. More details about the linear elasticity solver can be found
in Diosady and Murman.35
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III.C. Shell
The fabric of parachutes is modeled using the linear shell equations, which are the same as the linear
elasticity equations; however, under the assumption of simplified shell kinematics one needs to solve only for
the displacement of the mid-plane of the shell. This reduces the dimensionality of the problem by one. The
weak form of the shell equations are given by:∑
κ
{∫
I
∫
κ0
(
−wi,tyi,t +Hαβ(w)
Eh
1− ν2C
αβγθHγθ(y) +Bαβ(w)
Eh3
1− ν2C
αβγθBγθ(y) +wiτijyj
)}
= 0 (9)
The terms for the above equation are defined in detail in Burgess et al.36
As with the elasticity model, we integrate over the initial (reference) surface in the spatial direction. The
first term corresponds to an acceleration term, the second and third terms correspond to internal energies
due to in-plane and bending strains respectively, while the final term corresponds to work done by external
forcing (i.e. forcing due to surface tractions τij from the fluid). The in-plane and bending strain terms are
functions of the displacement y, (see Burgess et al.36 for full details). We note that we directly discretize
the structural velocity y,t using a basis which is piece-wise discontinuous in time and piece-wise continuous
in space. The displacement y which is C0 continuous in both space and time, is given by directly integrating
y,t.
III.D. Perfectly Matched Layer Method
In order to limit spurious acoustic reflections from boundaries of the fluid domain we use a Perfectly Matched
Layer (PML) technique on far field boundaries. The PML technique involves solving the compressible Navier-
Stokes equations with a forcing term and a set of auxiliary equations corresponding to each conservation
law in a buffer region near the boundary of the fluid domain. Details of the PML technique are given in
Garai et al.18 In this multi-physics context, the PML technique may be viewed as solving a different physical
model in the buffer region coupled to the fluid region through a Riemann solver at the interface of the fluid
and buffer regions. The PML region is discretized using a space-time discontinuous-Galerkin finite-element
method in the same manner as the fluid region. For simplicity, we assume a fixed spatial mesh in the PML
region.
III.E. Wall Model
Due to the large range in scales present in turbulent flows, the resolution required to fully resolve the near-wall
region makes Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) prohibitively expensive
for high-Reynolds number wall-bounded flows. Modeling the near-wall region is necessary in order to make
industrial computations practical. In Carton de Wiart and Murman,20 the coupling of the space-time DG
solver with several simple wall modeling approaches have been studied. In these modeling approaches, the
inner part of the boundary layer is not computed but information from the fluid away from the wall is used
to evaluate a modified boundary condition which is then applied at the wall. In the simplest cases the wall
model may consist of analytic equations, for example based on the logarithmic law. More complex models,
for instance, based on thin boundary layer approximations or integral wall models, can be used to increase
the accuracy of the wall model. We therefore treat the wall model as a separate physics module, instead of a
simple boundary condition. By defining simple input/output to the fluid domain, we are able to experiment
with different modeling approaches without making any major modifications to the fluids module. The wall
model is discretized using an appropriate finite-element method on a surface mesh of the fluid domain.
IV. A Multi-Physics Monolithic Solver
In this section, the strategy to transform the “single-physics” solver into a multi-physics monolithic solver
is described. The capsule/parachute system and the accompanying physical model presented in Figure 4 is
used here to illustrate the coupling procedure and the associated challenges.
The multi-physics domain is split into “regions”, each corresponding to the discretization of a single
physics model on a given computational mesh. Each region is responsible for computing local residual terms
and auxiliary data, which could be sent to other regions. For the capsule/parachute system described in
Figure 4, the elasticity and Navier-Stokes physics are defined as separate regions, although they are defined
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on the same mesh partition. The same goes for the shell and the wall model modules on the parachutes.
They are also defined as separated regions, even though they are defined on the same boundary mesh.
Splitting the global problem based on physics/mesh/discretization allows the solver to load balance each
region independently. It also gives a lot of flexibility as new physics or discretizations can be added into the
solver without impacting the other modules.
We can define the global problem as multiple regions, linked together through coupling operations. As
stated in Section II, each region can also be split into three sub-regions, each responsible for specific work:
solver, I/O and diagnostics. This is handled in the framework by defining groups of cores, where group
is associated with one region and one set of operations (solver, I/O or diagnostics), creating a matrix of
communicators, linked together by intra- and inter-communicators. Inter-communicators are used by the
coupling objects to communicate data from one region to another. They are also used within a region to
send the solution from the solver nodes to the I/O or diagnostics nodes, or the other way around. Intra-
communicators encompass a group of (sub-)regions and are used mostly to synchronize the regions together,
for instance by broadcasting the value of the time when restarting a simulation by reading an initial solution
or gathering the residual norm at the non-linear/linear solver levels. Figure 5 illustrates the matrix of
communicators in the context of the capsule/parachute system. Communicators are only created between
Figure 5. Matrix of communicators between the different sub-regions. Local communicators and denoted by gray
squares, intra-communicators by red grouping and inter-communicators by blue arrows.
rows and columns, not diagonally. As regions can also be locally partitioned, local communicators are used
to communicate the solution between the different region partitions.
Even though the global problem is split into several regions, it is still tightly coupled by communicating
the appropriate data between the different regions (i.e. boundary state, boundary stress, displacement, etc.).
These coupling data are then used inside boundary conditions or domain forcing functions. As stated in
Section II, the framework uses a space-time finite-element method, which requires the solution of a non-linear
system at each time step using a Newton-Krylov approach. This gives three main loops in the system: a
temporal loop, a non-linear solver loop and a linear solver loop. The different loops are presented in Figure 6,
showing where the coupling needs to occur. The coupling between the different regions will occur at every
level of the code, from the temporal loop all the way down to the linear solver. In the temporal loop, coupling
may occur after solving the non-linear system in order to compute diagnostics that can depend on coupling
data (cut planes, average, boundary integrals, etc.). The coupling also occurs at every non-linear and linear
solver iteration. Indeed, in a monolithic approach, the state u and residual R vectors are formed over all
degrees of freedom corresponding to the coupled equations, therefore spanning all the different regions (i.e.
fluid/mesh/structure/PML/wall-model)
u =

u1
u2
...
un
 R =

R1
R2
...
Rn
 . (10)
The residual vector can be split into multiple residual vectors Ri, each vector associated with one region
Ri = Ri(ui,αi1,αi2, . . . ,αij), (11)
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Figure 6. Temporal (black), non-linear solver (red) and linear solver (green) loops with associated operations.
where ui the local vector state and αij = αij(uj ,αjk) represents the vector of coupling data shared between
regions i and j (which can also depend on the coupling data αjk between region j and another region k).
At each time-slab, the non-linear system
R(u) = 0 (12)
must be solved globally. The same Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov scheme previously developed for the fluid
module14 is used to drive the residual towards zero. The Newton-Krylov solver involves the repeated eval-
uation of residuals and linearized residuals at each Newton and Krylov iteration, respectively. The Newton
solver updates the state at each iteration using
uk+1 = uk + ∆uk with ∆uk = −
(
∂R
∂u
)−1
R(uk), (13)
where k is the Newton iteration number. This linear system is then solved using a Krylov method in
which linearized residual vectors Rlini (ui,αij ;u
lin
i ,α
lin
ij ) are evaluated, where ui and α
lin
ij are the linearized
state and linearized coupling data, respectively. The evaluation of the linearized residual involves similar
interactions between modules.
1
RWM(UWM,…) RPML(UPML,…) RShell(UShell,…)RNS(UNS,…) REL(UEL,…)
RPMLRWM RNS RShell REL
!wall(UWM,…) Ub(UPML) 'X(UEL)'Xb(UShell)
UPMLUWM UNS UShell UEL
!b(UNS,'X,!wall)Ub(UNS,'X)
UI(UNS,'X)
Figure 7. Coupling of physics modules for primal residual evaluation. U denotes the state vector, while R denotes the
residual vector. Each box depict a physics module; WM: wall model, PML: perfectly matched layer buffer region, NS:
Navier-Stokes equations for fluid region, Shell: linear shell model, EL: linear-elastic mesh deformation. The quantities
transferred between different physics modules are wall stress, τw, boundary state Ub, extracted state for fluid volume
Ue, boundary displacement Xw, mesh coordinates X.
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The coupling operation can require a very complex communication pattern, depending on the problem.
Figure 7 depicts the coupling of the different physics modules required to compute the non-linear residual
of the capsule/parachute system described in Figure 4. The complexity of the coupling is clearly seen in
Figure 7. Some couplings depend on other couplings (for instance the traction sent from Navier-Stokes to
shell depends on the wall friction given by the wall model). As described in Section II, the whole coupling
process needs to be reversed for the adjoint solver. The resulting adjoint graph presented in Figure 8 shows
that the dependency graph in Figure 7 cannot be reused for the adjoint, adding another layer of complexity
into the framework.
2
R*WM(UWM,…) R*PML(UPML,…) R*Shell(UShell,…)R*NS(UNS,…) R*EL(UEL,…)
R*PMLR*WM R*NS R*Shell R*EL
!*wall(UWM,…) Ub*(UPML) 'X*(UEL)'X*b(UShell)
U*PMLU*WM U*NS U*Shell U*EL
!*b(UNS,'X,!wall)U*b(UNS,'X)
U*I(UNS,'X)
Figure 8. Coupling of physics modules for adjoint residual evaluation. The adjoint of the variables defined in Figure 7
are denoted by ·∗.
While each physics/discretization model implements the relevant terms in order to compute a residual,
some operations in the residual evaluation are inherently sequential, reducing the potential for parallel
scalability of the combined scheme. The situation is further complicated when adjoint problems are solved,
for which the order of operations is essentially reversed, as shown in Figure 8. Exposing greater granularity
within each physics/discretization modules to the multi-physics solver and then using an appropriate graph-
based technique to dynamically determine the order of operations is key to reducing some of these sequential
bottlenecks. This will be addressed in an upcoming study.
V. Example Applications
We present some sample applications of using the multi-physics formulation described above. The cases
serve as examples of problems which may be solved using our multi-physics solver, though each of the
following examples represent simplified preliminary calculations.
V.A. Heaving Pitching Airfoil
The first test case we consider is the flow over a heaving pitching airfoil. In particular we consider one
of the test cases from the AIAA higher-order workshop.37 The test case serves as a validation for the
moving domain space-time discontinuous-Galerkin fluid solver and for the elasticity based mesh deformation
technique. The test case involves flow over the NACA0012 airfoil at M = 0.2, Re = 5000 initially at zero
angle of attack with a prescribed heaving and pitching motion. Figure 9 shows the motion of the airfoil and
the computed vorticity in the flow solved using an 8th order solution in both space and time. At this point
we have only performed qualitative comparisons to results from the higher-order workshop.
Figure 10 depicts the initial 8th order mesh, along with the mesh deformed using elasticity part-way
through the heaving motion. Displacing the interior nodes of the mesh the linear elastic model, with a
Poisson ratio of ν = 0.4 and Young’s modulus scaled with the inverse of the Jacobian determinant, ensure
valid elements everywhere in the domain despite the large deformations due to the prescribed motion.
V.B. DNS of T106 Low Pressure Turbine
Figure 11 presents the instantaneous flow solution from a direct numerical simulation of flow over a low
pressure turbine.18 The simulation was performed using the 8th-order space-time DG formulation using a
compressible Navier-Stokes/PML coupling. Using the coupled solution strategy eliminates spurious acoustic
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Figure 9. Vorticity magnitude for Heaving/Pitching NACA0012 airfoil.
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Figure 10. Initial and displaced mesh using linear elasticity for a heaving/pitching NACA0012 airfoil.
reflections from the far-field boundary seen using a single model Navier-Stokes solve using Riemann-based
boundary conditions. The corresponding density gradient is also shown in Figure 11 from which the improved
quality of the coupled simulation is clearly evident.
V.C. NACA4412 with wall model
Figure 12 shows the instanteneous iso-contours of vorticity for a simulation of separated flow over a near
stall NACA4412 airfoil at Re = 1.6× 106 using the compressible Navier-Stokes fluid solver coupled with an
algebraic equilibrium wall model.20 The simulation is performed on a 2D-unstructured mesh extruded in
the spanwise direction leading to a total number of spatial degrees of freedom equal to 5.12M . The wall
model allows one to drastically reduce the computational cost of wall-bounded high Reynolds number flows
by modeling the effects of thin turbulent boundary layers. More complex models will be investigated in the
near future.
V.D. Dynamic simulation of an Apollo parachute
Figure 13 depicts a moving domain simulation of flow about an oscillating parachute. This preliminary
simulation was performed on an unstructured mesh with approximately 16M spatial degrees of freedom
using the space-time discontinuous-Galerkin discretization with second order elements. The motion of the
mesh is prescribed and simple enough such that the mesh displacement is given by an analytic function.
VI. Towards a graph-based solver
The computational cost of the monolithic solver is mainly driven by the computation of the region-local
residual, the computation of the coupling objects, and the communications between the different regions.
As seen in Sections II and IV, the residual and the coupling involve many communications of data between
regions or region partitions. As we aim for very large problems running on thousands of cores, we need be
sure that the communications do not become the dominant part of the computational time. Non-blocking
communications overlapping with effective computational work solves this issue, allowing communication
of large data without significantly impacting the total computational time. This assumes that the effective
computational time is well balanced with the communication time. For the moment, the dependency between
the effective computational time and the communication time is hardcoded in the process, both for the
computation of the residual and the coupling objects. The hardcoded dependency graph is also separated
between the residual and the coupling objects, meaning that the residual operations cannot be used to hide
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(a) Isosurfaces of Vorticity.
(b) Density Gradient using Riemann BC.
(c) Density Gradient using PML.
Figure 11. Direct numerical simulation of a T106 low pressure turbine with and without PML.18
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Figure 12. NACA4412 at near-stall conditions with instantaneous iso-contours of vorticity colored by velocity magni-
tude.20
Figure 13. Mach number contours of a dynamic simulation of an Apollo parachute.
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communications for the coupling. As shown in Figure 7, very complex multi-physics problems can have
coupling objects with convoluted dependencies on one another. In order to effectively hide communication
and efficiently load balance the computation, the execution order must be specified for each multi-physics
problem.
Manually specifying the execution order for each problem is time-consuming and potentially error prone,
thus an approach based on directed-acyclic graphs (DAG)38,39 is considered in order to automate the work-
flow. Each operation may be viewed as a node of a graph, while the directed edges denote data-dependencies
between the different operations. In the proposed approach, a list of required operations and their associated
dependencies are specified, which is then used to automatically construct the operation graph. The correct
order of operations is determined using a graph traversal algorithm. A very complicated set of operations
can thus be assembled from smaller individual components. Figure 14 presents an example of using the ap-
proach for evaluating the CG residual. Figure 14 also shows a list of required operations (communications,
finite-element assembly, elemental residual evaluations) and their associated data dependencies. Using these
dependencies we can construct the operation graph. Figure 14 shows the associated graph, which can be
traversed in several different orders. In particular, the order of execution can be dynamically adjusted in
order to appropriately mask the communications. The same procedure can be used to generate the execu-
tion graph for the DG and C1-DG residuals. Small prototypes have already been successfully implemented,
showing an increase in the modular flexibility of the framework. We continue to extend this approach to
the coupling terms allowing interleaving of coupling and residual operations to improve load balancing. We
intend to further explore this approach in upcoming studies.
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Figure 14. DAG approach to CG residual evaluation.
VII. Conclusion
This work presented the challenges associated with the design of a modular multi-physics high-order space-
time finite-element framework. Starting from a single-physics, single-discretization solver, the framework
has been extended to allow a monolithic coupling of different physics modules with different finite-element
discretizations. Building an appropriate matrix of communicators and defining coupling objects between the
different physics modules allowed us to reach this goal. The physics modules are coupled at every level of the
computation, from the temporal loop all the way down to the linear solver. Multiple physics modules have
been implemented with the objective of simulating the dynamics of a capsule/parachute system. Examples
of couplings between these physics modules have been presented, showing the maturity of the framework.
The coupling between Navier-Stokes and the Perfectly Matched Layer method have been presented on the
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challenging scale-resolving simulation of a low pressure turbine blade, showing the advantages of the non-
reflective approach for the domain inflow and outflow. The ability of the solver to deform a mesh using
the linear elasticity equation and exchange the updated mesh with Navier-Stokes has been shown for a
heaving/pitching airfoil. Wall modeling has also been tested in order to decrease the cost of running wall-
bounded high-Reynolds number flows. Treating the wall model as a separate physics enables better load
balancing of the problem and greater flexibility as the different models can be easily tested in the same
framework. Finally, preliminary computation of a single parachute with no capsule have been performed,
paving the way to a fully coupled simulation of the capsule/parachute system.
Many improvements can be made to the framework. The efficieny and robustness of the non-linear solver
needs to be further improved and more advanced preconditioning techniques need be implemented. The
impact of coupling multiple physics on the non-linear system need to be further analyzed and the different
physics modules need to be tuned in order to obtain a better conditioned system. For the moment, the
load balancing of the global multi-physics system is done by the user. A more automated approach will
be considered, where the software will automatically distribute the cores between the different regions as
a function of the size of the problem and the cost of each physics/discretization. Finally, a graph-based
approach will be considered in order to remove the need of hard-coding the dependency graph between
the different coupling/residual operators. This will allow a better load balancing of the operations whilst
improving the global modularity of the framework.
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